POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji : August 10, 2017

Sravana, 19, 1939

A power shut down has been arranged to carry out urgent maintenance work at 630 KVA Campal Trade Center Transformer at Campal near “Edcon Mindspace” Building between 10.00 am to 1.00 pm on August 12, 2017. The areas affected are Campal Trade Center Building A and B, Rukmini Building, Military Hospital and surrounding area of Campal opposite Kala Academy.

A power shut down has been arranged to carry out urgent maintenance works at 11 KV Calangute feeder, 11 KV Sauntawaddo feeder and 11 KV Parra feeder from Nagoa Sub-Station between 9.00 am to 3.00 pm on August 11, 2017. The areas affected are Nagoa Sub-Station : Calangute, Sauntawaddo, Bagabeach Tito lane Umta waddo, Mhaddowado Fuldem waddo, Candyfloss, Rautawaddo, Lingabhat, Brittowaddo, Saliswaddo, B. Aradi, Jackniwaddo, Carrascowaddo, Parra Bhati and surrounding areas.